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AK Entertainment is a specialized global contents company founded in 2005. We distribute Korean contents 
including documentary, drama, entertainment, animation and film to all over the world as well as well-made 
foreign contents to Korea. In addition, we started producing our own contents suitable for diverse media 
platforms from 2016.

Seeking : TV, VOD, OTT Platforms, distributors  

AK Entertainment Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.akent.co.kr

Add. #605, Ace Gasan Tower, 121, Digital-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, 08505, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 6332 0092 / Fax. +82 (0)2 782 1603 / E-mail. hansol@akent.co.k

Bangle School

Production Year _  2017

Eps × Min _  78 × 3.5

Genre _  3D Animation 

Definition _  HD

Punklin was bullied by friends because she was the daughter of a witch. She cursed her friends and became 
destined to live without death. Punklin waited for hundreds of years and brings her old friends back to the fantasy 
school, Bangle school. Punklin makes uses of her position to expose his friends’ inferiority complex. Is this sort of 
‘revenge’ or an awkward way of suggesting reconciliation?
Now begins Punklin and her nine friends’ mysterious class!

Project Showreel
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Fanfare

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  1 × 88

Genre _  Feature Film 

Definition _  HD

The Halloween festivities in Itaewon are interrupted by a murder in a local pub. A mysterious woman remembers 
being at the same pub, but is not sure why. To crack the case, various kind of villeins gather together and here comes 
their risky partnership! 

Let’s Get Home Cooking

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  4 × 60

Genre _  Entertainment 

Definition _  4K UHD

Here comes the best recipe for "professional solo-diners"!
Let's Get Home Cooking is a cooking show that follows a famous comedian Jung Jong-chul and star chefs as they 
compete to create quick and easy home meals.
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No.1 5G Content creator, AVA Entertainment brings you to the world of the immersive media!   

AVA Entertainment Co.,Ltd. provides VR content planning, production, editing and publishing services as a 
No.1 VR company in Asia, as well as 4K broadcasting contents distribution, licensing and merchandising. 
As introduced into 5G era, we are even more active in a wide range of business fields and have built up 
international reputation and trust in the field of broadcasting and immersive media.

Seeking : Content buyer / Distributor / Sales agent / Channel / Platform 

AVA Entertainment Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.360do.kr

Add. 1022, KGIT Bldg., 402, World Cup buk-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 03925, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 4734 5201 / Fax. +82 (0)2 716 8806 / E-mail. hana_go@avaent.co.kr

[8K VR Concert] 
K-Tigers ZERO – Side Kick

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  9 × 3

Genre _  Music 

Definition _  8K VR

Enjoy the spectacular VR performance of K-Tigers ZERO, a popular mixed gender K-pop idol group in Korea! 
The group has been gained huge popularity around the world by combining catchy dance songs and Tae-kwon-do 
style choreography which is a representative Korean traditional martial art. The members performed their title song 
of the first album [EMOTIONS] released in 2019. Their powerful performance will show you why they are such a 
unique group in K-pop industry, leading popularisation and globalisation of Tae-kwon-do.

Project Showreel
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OH MY GIRL’s Miracle Expedition
[8K VR trip]
Gyeong-bok-gung Palace

Production Year _  2017

Eps × Min _  9 × 20

Genre _  Entertainment 

Definition _  UHD

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  2 × 4

Genre _  Travel 

Definition _  8K VR

Observing the daily life of Oh MY Girl, famous K-pop girl group! 
You finally get to closely observe the daily life of Oh My Girl, the new rising Korean star! Hidden cameras are all over 
the place in their house and their "Miracle Expedition" have to search for hidden treasures. Then where is their final 
destination? Using the clues hidden in each room, they have to guess where their final destination will be. Overall, 
this program shows the daily life of the seven lovely and cute members, and reveals their new house.

Enjoy this wonderful 8K VR trip to GYEONG-BOK-GUNG!
In the center of Seoul, the capital of South Korea, the royal palace of the Joseon Dynasty “GYEONG-BOK-GUNG” 
is located. You can experience and feel how much Korean ancestors loved nature and had an outstanding sense of 
aesthetics and architecture in 8K resolution.
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Based in Seoul, South Korea, Bethel Global Media Contents is a leader in the media industry. We at Bethel 
take pride as pioneers in the globalization of broadcast contents. Our directive is clear and simple - to bring 
entertainment, culture, and information to the global community of nations which is becoming increasingly 
connected while at the same time, more and more isolated.

We aim to break cultural barriers and foster understanding through media, and as such, we are active 
in a diverse array of fields including production (with an emphasis on global co-productions), planning, 
strategizing, funding, post-production and localization of contents.

Seeking : Co-production 

Bethel global media company 
Website. www.bethelgmc.com

Add. 11, Bangbaecheon-ro 24-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 593 6530 / E-mail. christine@bethelgmc.com

The whale Road

Production Year _  2018

Eps × Min _  2 × 52

Genre _  Documentary 

Definition _  UHD

This documentary focuses on whale petroglyphs and the similarities in whaling culture among 10 Pacific Rim countries  
- Korea, Australia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Russia, the USA, Mexico, Peru, Chile, and Tonga. The main attraction were 
the drones, as they helped portray the true meaning of this culture and the marine life in these countries, including 
sea lions; the whale hunt of Lamalera, Indonesia; and the Changos, the only indigenous people of South America 
that hunted whales.
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“Channel A, A Canvas that holds Your Dreams” 
Channel A is a nationwide general broadcasting network in South Korea, providing its contents to varied media platforms 
like cable, IPTV, and digital streaming media. Channel A has produced new original contents and creative formats 
over the past years. We steadily make timeless efforts to create young and edgy programs, which have allowed us to 
cooperate with global media companies such as BBC, YouTube, Daily Motion, and Netflix. Channel A’s dramas and 
entertainment programs are now being broadcasted all over the world, offering innovative contents to both domestic 
and global audiences.

Seeking : Acquisitions Manager 

Channel A 
Website. www.ichannela.com

Add. 1 Cheonggyecheon-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul, 03187, S.Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 2020 2787 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2020 2649 / E-mail. yin-xj14@donga.com

Heart Signal Season 1-3
Production Year _  2017(Season1), 2018(Season2), 2020(Season3)

Eps × Min _  Season1: 12 × 70, Season2: 13 × 70, Season3: 16 × 90

Genre _  Romance, Entertainment 

‹Heart Signal› is a suspenseful romance reality show following the lives of ten housemates living together in a “signal 
house” for a month. Then, there are these people in the studio, known as the “predictors,” secretly peeping at these 
ten housemates via camera lenses. The predictors will try to guess the housemates’ secret crushes by analyzing 
their interaction, nonverbal communication, etc.
<Heart Signal>’s format has earned the hearts of global viewers. It was optioned in the United States in 2019, and 
3 remake seasons have been made in China until now. Each remake seasons were highly recognized by viewers 
all around the world. 

Project Showreel
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Good PeopleLie After Lie
Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  12 × 70

Genre _  Entertainment 

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Romance, Suspense, Family 

In ‹Good People›, eight law school students who have been chosen to work in a renowned law firm for a month need 
to complete 12 tasks to win the regular position in the workplace. For each task, lawyers are responsible to be the 
students’ mentors and judge their abilities. The “observers” in the studio need to guess who would be the TOP 2 
workers. If the observers guess them right for seven times, one more regular position will be allowed to the young 
workers.
<Good People>’s format have earned the hearts of global viewers. 1 remake season have been on air in China, and 
was highly recognized by viewers all around the world. 

A story of a woman's true love that began from a lie. ‘Eun-soo’, a woman convicted for her husband’s murder, had to 
watch her mother-in-law take her daughter away while she served time in prison. She tries to compromise with the 
situation, but after her release, she is devastated by the news that her daughter is dead.
However, Eun-soo dramatically finds out that her daughter is not only alive, but was adopted into a new family, and is 
currenty living with a single dad Ji-min. To win her place back as a ‘mother’, she attempts to get married with Ji-min. 
Would the fake love turn out to be a success? 
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CJ ENM is Asia’s leading entertainment and media company headquartered in Seoul, Korea. Its 
entertainment division engages in a wide array of businesses across the industry spectrum including media 
content, music, film (CJ Entertainment), performing arts, and animation. CJ ENM has taken part in globally 
acclaimed content including the Academy Award-winning film Parasite, the Tony Award-winning musical 
Kinky Boots, along with sought-after television series such as Crash Landing On You, Mr. Sunshine, 
Guardian: The Lonely and Great God, Grandpas Over Flowers, I Can See Your Voice and more. To offer 
the best K-culture experiences worldwide, CJ ENM presents KCON and KCON:TACT, the world’s largest 
fan festival celebrating Hallyu and Mnet Asian Music Awards (MAMA), Asia's largest music awards.

Seeking : Co-production, Publisher, Content Buyer

CJ ENM 
Website. watch.cjenm.com

Add. 66 Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul  

Tel. +82 (0)2 371 5501 / E-mail. cjwatch@watchcjenm.net

I Can See Your Voice
Production Year _  2015 

Eps × Min _  12 × 70

Genre _  Music Game Show 

A terrible singer can be the final winner! Is it possible for a celebrity singer to surmise who has singing talent based in 
looks and a few obscure clues? Every round, the mystery singers move to the “Stage of Truth” to reveal their talent - 
or lack thereof - Either way, the audience is treated to a memorable performance. The show climaxes when the last 
remaining mystery singer performs a duet with the guest celebrity.
CJ ENM’s hit music game show ‘I Can See Your Voice’ is an Emmy®-nominated format created by CJ ENM 
and premiered on channel Mnet in 2015 and has been broadcasted for 7 seasons to date in Korea. It has been 
commissioned in 12 countries around the world. Most recently, it premiered on FOX in the USA and aired on RTL in 
Germany as a primetime show with more than 2 million viewers. 

Project Showreel
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Flower of EvilCash Back 
Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  16 × 60

Genre _  Romance, Thriller, Drama

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  2 pilot, 6 regular × 110

Genre _  Physical Game Show 

“A psychopath wanting to hide and change his identity with cruel past”
Directed by the producer of “Confession” and “Mother”, the suspense drama features Lee Joon-gi of “Lawless 
Lawyer” and “Criminal Minds: Korea” and, Moon Chae-won of “Mama Fairy and the Woodcutter”.
Baik Hee-sung, an ordinary family man, is actually a psychopath whose past is dotted with crime and violence. 
His hopeless life changes completely after he meets his wife. He had to falsify everything about himself to marry 
her. His wife, Cha Ji-won, starts to doubt her husband as a suspect of a murder case. She becomes emotionally 
overwhelmed with betrayal, and rages as secrets behind his husband reveal. The story will draw faith and truth 
between a man and woman who trusted the most and loved each other.

‘Cash Back’ is a show that is co-developed by CJ ENM and leading U.S. production, Bunim/Murray Productions. The 
format champions athleticism and fun, while tapping into the world of Moneymojis. In each episode, top-tier athletes, 
including Olympic gold medalists and national champions, navigate crazy obstacles to bank as much money as 
possible. But there is a catch. The money is in the form of Moneymojis - objects of various shapes, sizes and weights 
that are difficult to move. There is no point in just grabbing the Moneymojis. They must collect them from the obstacle 
courses and safely bring them to the vault. Combining fitness with brainpower, the game will unfold in a gigantic set, 
where three teams of Moneymoji Hunters will battle it out each episode. Across three rounds of obstacles, they will 
be tested on jumping, power and climbing, to reach the final round.
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Building human resources as cultural professionals who can most efficiently discover, plan, produce, and 
invest in cultural contents such as movies, dramas, and performances. It is based in Hallyu-centered Seoul 
and Asia-based Gwangju Metropolitan City. By producing global contents based on Southeast Asia such 
as Japan, China, and Thailand, we are growing into a cultural content platform with the highest box office 
performance and quality of work. Active investment in high-quality cultural content. 
By connecting diverse cultures, people, contents, and investors, and integrating diverse information, we 
present mid- to long-term visions and jointly develop/research to create opportunities for win win win. Based 
on our accumulated experience, we will continue to invest strategically in profit-generating strategies and 
long-term development contents. Global Cultural Marketing and Its Foundation as a Market Leader
We will establish ourselves as a leader in the global market by predicting, planning, producing, and 
supplying various contents suitable for Hallyu-oriented culture marketing.

Companyaent 
Add. Songam-ro 60 in Nam-gu, Gwangju Metropolitan City, No. 503

Tel. +82 (0)62 652 6564 / Fax. +82 (0)62 652 6563 / E-mail. lhh1948@nate.com

Longing Heart
Production Year _  2018

Eps × Min _  10 × 50

Genre _  Drama 

Romance of the recovery of the first love “I risked my life to you twice”
Do you have a moment that you sincerely want to go back? 
If I had confessed at that time, could we have been changed?
If a chance is given that someone will respond to this desperate wish and change the past? 
Right here, there is a man who met his first love again at 18 through a time slip. 
The man who had a chance to rewrite the history with his first love again continuously repeats himself.
May the first love that begins again here last for a long while this time..
The story of a man who staked his life twice on his first love, the romance of the recovery of the first love begins now.

Project Showreel
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Byun Jin Sub ConcertNANJANG
Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  1 × 60

Genre _  Vod 

Production Year _  2018

Eps × Min _  1 × 60

Genre _  Documentary 

Byun Jin Sub Concert <The reason I'm with you>
Songs that can communicate with all generations, concerts that I prepared to get closer to my fans with my unwavering 
musical passion even after 30 years, and the reason why I'm with you. You can feel the emotions that you can feel 
on the spot.

All the emotions of the performance, the live music, the 100% purity live performance. 
The NAN JANG are TV programs that show live concerts. It mainly introduces indie band's music, and through a 
project to discover new singers called "Find hidden gems," it offers a chance to select a new team from the live music 
scene every month to promote music.
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DAEHAN MEDIAWORLD is the independent production and worldwide distribution in Korea dedicated to 
producing and representing groundbreaking television programs. As a leading program suppliers, we have 
provided high quality factual contents that can perform success around the world as well as in Korea. Our 
strong and competitive catalogue presents wildlife, nature, environment, current affairs, history, science, 
food and Asia issues. We will take viewers into documentary world where showcased in amazing details 
with spectacular cinematography and impressive storylines. Its current sale catalogue comprises over 
500hrs of the top quality and creative programmig

DAEHAN MEDIAWORLD 
Add. 110-402, Gangseo Hangang Xi 55, Yangcheon-ro 55-gil, Gangseo-gu, Seoul, 07528, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3664 1279 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3664 1278

E-mail. info@daehanmediaworld.co.kr

1894, History Journal of East Asia
Eps × Min _  1 × 52

Genre _  history & current  

Chronicle of East Asia history background and the political interactions. 
In 1894, the Japanese launched a war against China and Korea. The war was instigated by Japan’s growing interest 
in Korea, a country then heavily influenced by China.
Japan easily defeated China in a war that would decide who would control the Korean peninsula.  The decisive 
moment was the surprising defeat of the Chinese navy, and China was forced to sign a series of unequal treaties 
with Japan. 
The significance of this war has been recognized the evolution of the international relations in East Asia till today as 
well as the unfolding of interacting histories in China, Japan and Korea. 
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Last Sea NomadsThe Honeybee Crisis
Eps × Min _  1 × 52

Genre _  People 

Eps × Min _  1 × 52

Genre _  environment  

There are still people floating around the sea on a tiny boat. They are not refugees. They are ‘Orang Bajau Rau’ living 
offshore Malaysia. Equipped with primitive hunting instinct and wisdom passed down from generations of life at sea, 
they live a simple and self-contained life. They are evidently the last ‘seafaring people’ on earth.

The honey bee is the only insect that produces food eaten by humans. The species plays a more significant role in 
producing the fruits and vegetables that human require daily to stay alive. But The honey bee is declining as habitat 
loss and being at risk of extinction. They are exposed to viruses, disease, parasites, stress, and lack of access to 
food sources. This program investigates the mysterious disorder of honey bees with similar cases from different. 
Why are they dying and what can we do to halt their decline?
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Project Showreel

EBS - Korea Educational Broadcasting System is the one and only public educational broadcasting company in Korea. EBS 
is now operating 8 different channels, including 2 terrestrial TV channels, 1 radio channel, 3 satellite TV channels specialized 
in educational programs, 1 IPTV children’s channel and 1 channel for Korean-Americans. Terrestrial channels offer preschool 
and youth programs, culture programs and documentaries for adults. Besides TV channels, VOD service and diverse array of 
e-Learning content of different levels and different target ages are provided via online/mobile platform. EBS strives to produce 
top-notch children’s programs and documentaries. After its dedication in making science, history and nature documentaries, 
EBS’s premium documentaries are acknowledged in the global content market and work with major broadcasters in the U.S 
and Europe, including PBS, Smithsonian Channel, France 5, Arte, and RAI, etc. EBS children’s programs have been leading 
the preschoolers and children content market. EBS animation such as ‘Pororo, the Little Penguin’ or ‘Super wings’ air in all over 
the world entertaining and educating the younger audience.
Seeking : All rights  

EBS 
Website. http://global.ebs.co.kr

Add. 281, Hallyu worldro, Ilsandonggu, Goyangsi, Gyeonggido, 10393, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 526 3946 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6499 2524 / E-mail. snakim@ebs.co.kr

History of the Wild

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  2 × 50

Genre _  Wildlife 

Definition _  4K/HD

In the past, there was a large number of tigers and leopards in the Korean Peninsula. Our ancestors called tigers 
and leopards "beom," and “beom” was considered as objects of fear and worship. 
In Part 1, we take a look at various tales between our ancestors and "beom" and vividly shows the ecology of Korean tigers 
and Korean leopards living in Primorsky Krai of Russia, which is the only wild habitat of Korean "beom" left in the world.
After the Japanese occupation and the Korean War, "beom" went extinct in the Korean Peninsula. The ecosystem 
of wildlife in the Korean Peninsula is severely distorted. Species diversity is limited, but the number of each species 
is abnormally high. Part 2 shows that the biggest reason behind this distortion is related to the extinction of "beom." 
We delve into the Korean Peninsula's ecosystem of wildlife without "beom" and find out about the importance of their 
presence in the ecosystem.
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The Science of Cooking

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  4 × 50

Genre _  Science 

Definition _  HD

The human race of the world has been creating countless ways of cooking food. Cooking is the result of human 
efforts to extract energy from the nature. And within those efforts lies the essence of wisdom achieved by humankind. 
This documentary series takes a look at the world of cooking for a new perspective, which is a journey of endless 
coincidence, adventures, and unexpectations. "The Science of Cooking" unfolds the four basic science of cooking - 
heat, force, microorganisms, and taste – covering each in a separate episode.
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[JTBC] Following its launch on December 1, 2011, JTBC hit the ground running, quickly rising to become 
the most innovative television channel in Korea. JTBC is refreshingly unique, setting itself apart from 
the others by delivering thorough and reliable news, and producing creative drama series and trendy 
entertainment shows.

[JTBC Studios] JTBC Studios, formerly known as JTBC Content Hub, is the first fully integrated studio in 
Korea that aims to open up new horizons in K-Content. JTBC Studios’ major businesses include scripted 
and non-scripted series, digital originals and film.

Seeking : Finished Contents / Format Buyers, Co-production Partnership 

JTBC (JTBC Studios Co., Ltd.) 
Website. www.jtbcworldwide.com

Add. JTBC BLDG, 38 Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 2031 8464 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2031 8469 / E-mail. jtbcworldwide@jtbc.co.kr

Super Band

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  14 × 100

Genre _  Music Competition 

Definition _  HD

Super Band invites genius indie musicians, from street singers to sensational cellists, to collaborate and create 
original harmonies together as a band. Once each individual musicians pass the preliminary rounds, the contestants 
will form a band of their choice and compete against each other in the battle rounds. After the losing team members 
are eliminated, the remaining contestants form a new set of bands for the next battle round. The final 4 bands head 
to the final live show for a chance to win 100 thousand dollars, release an album and embark on a world tour. 
At the end, one Super Band will win it all, but nobody knows how many will be in the band, or what genre of music 
they will play. As the musicians inspire and challenge each other to play at the top of their game, it’s the viewers that 
are the real winners as the musicians’ euphony graces the airwaves.

Project Showreel
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Graceful FriendsHidden Singer

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  17 × 70

Genre _  Drama / Thriller 

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2012-2020 (S1-6)

Eps × Min _  100 × 100

Genre _  Music Entertainment 

Definition _  HD

A group of middle-aged men living in a quiet suburban town have been best friends since college. A series of unusual 
events occur to turn their lives upside down. First, one of them dies under mysterious circumstances. Second, one 
of their wives is arrested for murdering her much younger side lover. The group of friends can’t help but notice 
that things are starting to mirror the events of 20 years ago, when these same friends were implicated in another 
complicated murder case. As each of their lives start to crumble, the friends must decide who amongst them they 
trust. In this whodunit, scars that these friends thought they buried rise to the surface as their intricate lies start to 
unravel.

We call irreplaceable, inimitable talents ‘legends’. But who’s to say that impersonators can’t be ‘legendary’ at imitating 
their idols? In ‘Hidden Singer’, impersonators pour their hearts out to sound the most similar to their muse, except 
the catch is: the original legends are also singing right next to them. Can the impersonator out-sing the original? 
In each round, the Original Singer stands with Impersonators to sing the Original Singer’s hit song behind the curtain 
on a hidden stage. Each person takes a verse each, and afterwards the audience and the panel can decide who 
sounds most like an imposter at each round. In each round, the one who gets the most votes as an ‘impostor’ will be 
eliminated, and it could be the Original Singers themselves! If an impersonator gets voted as ‘real’ over the actual 
Original Singer, the winner will be awarded with prize money. If imitation is the highest form of flattery, then watch as 
Hidden Singer pays the ultimate homage to your favorite singers. 
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KBS Media has been actively licensing international and domestic rights of contents,
distributing VOD contents, importing and dubbing foreign programs and carrying on various other businesses 
related to contents. KBS Media is continued to be the company representing Korea's content industry.
-  Distribution of KBS contents and original contents to more than 80 countries. Sales of broadcasting rights, new 

media rights and others
-  Production of prime-time drama series Planning and acquiring rights of drama series Developing original scripts 

Co-production and investment in domestic and foreign TV contents
-  Movie adaptation of TV programs Development, investment and distribution of films (including animated films)
-  Music publishing Digital music distribution Production and investment in original sound tracks Performance 

businesses (K-POP concerts and musicals) Merchandising and Licensing of drama series and variety shows 
Planning, production and exporting of drama and K-POP star videos

KBS Media 
Website. http://global.kbsmedia.co.kr/

Add. KBSMedia Center, #45 Maebongsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 03909, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 6939 8138 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6939 8139 / E-mail. jessie@kbsmedia.co.kr

Zombie Detective

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  12 × 70

Genre _  Fantasy 

Definition _  HD

A man born again as a zombie, without any memory of his previous life as a human being, disguises his identity and 
start to avenge corrupt humans.
This is a “ BLACK+COMEDY ” +DRAMA

Project Showreel
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23.5Homemade Love Story

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  4 × 50

Genre _  Documentary 

Definition _  UHD

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  50 × 70

Genre _  Drama 

Definition _  HD

The 8 planets of the Solar System rotate and orbit around the Sun.
However, every planet has a different axial tilt. The blessing begins with this small difference.
Feel the Rhythm of the Earth!
The perfectly set tilt, neither too large nor small, gifts us with a miracle rhythm. In turn, the freezing Arctic and Antarctic, the 
equator’s hot winds conveying to all parts of the globe and deep cutting rivers, are where humans find their direction of 
civilization.
This series tackles the task of seeing, hearing and feeling the rhythm of the Earth, which was until now too big to be felt. A 
marvelous gift, 23.5 degrees.
The rhythm it produces is the energy of life and the compass of civilization.

The story of the various people gathering at a place called Sam-gwang Villa which is owned by Soon-jung. This 
series revolves around people who started off as stragners getting to open up their hearts and loving each other. 
The Story delivers the message that no matter how tough the life gets, true love still exists in our relationships and 
will always be priceless. 
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King Content Co., Ltd. is one of the best distribution and production companies in Korea which works 
with media platforms around the world. We specialize in distributing Korean dramas, movies, K-Pop 
music concerts, entertainment programs, Chinese dramas on various platforms ranging from TV to IPTV, 
mobile, Internet, VOD, DVD in Asia. Moreover, we expand our business to co-produce documentaries and 
entertainment programs with global partners and hold K-Pop music concerts and celebrity overseas fan-
meeting.

Seeking : Content acquisition manager  

King content Co., Ltd. 
Add. 505 Youngnam Building, 314 Hakdong-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 06098, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 4120 1113

E-mail. nhalin@kingcontent.kr 

Fate and Furies 

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  20 × 70

Genre _  Drama  

Definition _  HD

Shoe designer and shoemaker’s Dramatic Love story
The daughter of a poor shoemaker, Hae-ra! Because of her father’s death and her sister’s suicide attempt, she gives 
up her dream to be a shoe designer and works hard to pay for her comatose sister’s hospital bills everyday..
One day, she meets the son of shoemaking company, In-jun and she gets hired at his company as a designer and 
makes him fall in love with her. In-jun works hard to keep his mother’s shoemaking company from his half-brother 
and stepmother and he is also engaged to the daughter of a stockholder to be the successor. But Because of love, 
He chooses Haera, But he realizes that her love was fake and becomes leaves her. She finds out only later that her 
love for In-jun was true... 

Project Showreel
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Stained Glass - 
A Journey of Light and Sand

Haechi 

Production Year _  2018

Eps × Min _  1 × 60

Genre _   Documentary 

Definition _  UHD

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  24 × 70

Genre _  Drama  

Definition _  HD

The most beautiful stained Glass around the world in UHD!
The birth of glass began with an accident. In the process of sand being created as a stainless glass, you can meet 
its historical significance and splendid heritage in a holy place. 
With the world's first UHD documentary, you can feel the colorful and visual beauty of best-stained Glass in the 
worldwide cathedral.
* Alhambra (Spain), Chartres Cathedral (France), Sagrada Família (Spain), St. Vitus Cathedral (Czech Republic), 
Sainte-Chapelle (France), etc.

Prince and his three friend’s adventure to renew the Kingdom 
Set in the Joesun Dynasty, Prince Lee Gum, No where close to be king because of his mother’s low position, he tries 
to make his dream of be king come true to reform the kingdom and to save his people from the poor life with his three 
friends. . Yeoji, the best female forensic officer, Park Moon-su, prospective public officer, Dal moon, famous clown. 
Now , it shows the most active and spectacle king-making story  
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KTV is a cable TV operated by the Korean government. was founded in 1948. It has recorded the history 
of industrialization and democratization of South Korea in the 1960s and 1990s.

KTV was founded in November 1948 and has produced 'Daehannews'.the National Film Production Center 
in June 1961 and has produced national films.to cable broadcasting in March 1995 and broadcasted live the 
major policies of the Republic of Korea government.KTV office from Seoul to Sejong in December 2014.

Seeking : Co-production, Publisher, buyers, etc. 

KTV (KoreaTV) 
Website. www.ktv.go.kr

Add. PO 30128, Jeongbu 2 Cheongsa-ro, Sejong City, South Korea

Tel. +82 (0)44-204-8203 / Fax. +82 (0)44-204-8475 / E-mail. kjwpd@korea.kr

DMZ COEXISTENCE
Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  3 × 52

Genre _  Human Documentary 

DMZ, a symbolized relic of division after the Korea war in 1950, is now a new base for a symbol of the peace.Through 
a story of people who have wounds of war, you will see through the contemporary Korean history of division and 
conflict in the Korean Peninsula and notice the importance and desperation of the peace of the Korean Peninsula to 
the people all around the world. Through a story of people who are coexisting with a relic of war, DMZ is delivering 
a message of peace to the world.

Project Showreel
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100 Sceneries of KoreaDMZ THE FOUR SEASONS
Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  17 × 4

Genre _  Nature Documentary 

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  1 × 30

Genre _  Nature Documentary 

'The 100 Sceneries of Korea' is introducing well-known places for its beautiful sceneries in Korea including Islands, 
Jeju, valleys, and gardens. Korea's four seasons - spring, summer, fall, winter are very distinct. Each season shows 
different attractions as temperature, direction of wind, nature of river change. You can feel the Korean traditional style 
and grace from the cultural heritage made up by Koreans' way of life and their ideas. You can also see extraordinary 
views that have kept features of ancient time because the places were out of reach from people. 'The 100 Sceneries 
of Korea' is beautifully taken by UHD(4K) high-quality video.

Spring, summer, fall, and winter. The four seasons of DMZ shows magnificent scenery. Wild flowers bloom in spring. 
Primitive valley shows off its wild beauty in summer. Combination of silver grass and colorful leaves in fall attracts 
your sight. And in winter you can see cranes and migratory birds enjoying this place as if they are in the paradise. 
These are a specialty of DMZ you can feel from season to season. A variety of beauty the DMZ seasons have is 
expressed through high-quality UHD(4K) video and emotional melody(theme music: Sujin Kim).
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MBC is a public broadcasting corporation. Its largest shareholder is a public organization, Foundation for Broadcast 
Culture. While it is owned by a public foundation, it operates on advertising. Established in 1961, MBC has grown 
into a media group with 16 local stations and 8 subsidiaries. MBC operates a total number of 18 channels including 1 
terrestrial TV channel, 3 radio channels, 5 cable channels, 5 satellite channels and 4 DMB channels. MBC has exported 
its high quality content to more than 50 countries and been received well from overseas viewers. In addition, MBC has 
strengthened international cooperation by maintaining partnership with other broadcasting companies from around the 
world. MBC produces programs that inform, entertain and impress viewers. MBC makes efforts to communicate and 
respond to its audiences. Pursuing audience-first approaches, fairness, public interests and creativity, MBC will become 
the most competitive global media group in the 21st century.

Seeking : Channel, Producer and Co-producer 

MBC (Munhwa Broadcasting Corp.) 
Website. content.mbc.co.kr

Add. 267 Seongam-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 03925, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 789 3712 / E-mail. binaural@mbc.co.kr

Oh My Partner
Production Year _  2020

Genre _  Format 

Find the perfect harmony!
A competition between two legendary musicians who team up with ordinary contestants to perform their greatest 
hits on stage!
The musicians are given a challenging mission: find the ideal teammate out of contestants who have their names, 
occupations and even their singing abilities hidden under the veil. 
Which team’s collaborative stage will outshine the other?Project Showreel
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When I was the Most BeautifulKAIROS

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Drama 

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Drama 

Definition _  HD

A man faces the horrible situation of becoming the brother-in-law of his first crush whom he thought was destined to 
be with him. He believed she was his soul mate and could give her everything he had, but they become family when 
she chooses his brother instead of him. Then his brother goes missing. She is still his brother’s wife, but the feelings 
and desires he had suppressed starts surfacing. The love of a woman and two brothers that cross over time and 
destiny makes us question the salvation of the human soul.

On the day of Yuil Construction’s charity concert, the daughter of Seo-jin, the company’s youngest director, goes 
missing. Seo-jin tries to find his daughter, but even the police aren’t making much progress. Meanwhile, the chance 
of a heart transplant Ae-ri was looking forward to for her mother is lost. Ae-ri loses her phone and keeps calling her 
number. The phone is answered by Seo-jin, who is waiting for the abductor to call. Seo-jin sends the person that 
called a missing flyer of his daughter Da-bin. Right then, the abductor sends a part of Da-bin’s body to Seo-jin and 
his wife commits suicide from shock. Seo-jin is devastated after losing his family all at once, but he gets a message 
from Ae-ri. “I saw this girl”
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MBC PLUS is a subsidiary of Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation (MBC) and playing the pivotal role as 
the company spearheading MBC's multi-channel business under the vision of "making the world a more 
pleasant place as a content creator." The five channels of the MBC PLUS network are MBC Every1, MBC 
Sports, MBC Drama, MBC M and MBC ON. As a new media broadcaster in Korea, MBC PLUS is airing 
and streaming on multiple platforms including cable, satellite, IPTV, digital multimedia broadcasting and 
more under its N-Screen service.

Seeking : All Media & Platforms, TV Broadcasters, TV programs and format buyers 

MBC PLUS Co., Ltd.
Website. www.mbcplus.com

Add. 596, Hosu-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea, 10403

Tel. +82 (0)31-995-0410 / E-mail. dy1004@mbcplus.com, hong3@mbcplus.com

Koreigner
Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  102 × 90

Genre _  Quiz Show 

Koreans who don't know their own country well, though they were born from Korea and lived there for lifetime.
There are foreigners who know the Korea more than the Koreans like that? The unpredictable quiz show between 
the 10 "Koreigners" who are living for from 3-years to 30-years in Korea and more Korean-like than real Koreans, 
and the 5 Korean entertainers!
The special Korean culture quiz show, which is made by the people who love Korea without any border of races, 
countries, and skin colors.Project Showreel
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Pause, then goLonely Enough to Love
Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  4 × 120

Genre _  Slow TV 

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  10 × 60

Genre _  Romance Drama 

It's not a "stop", it’s just a "pause".
Are you sad that you can't do anything because of COVID-19? Can't hug your loved ones, can't go to the trip, and 
can’t make something new memories...
Here is the train that take you to calm and peaceful moments. The scenery that couldn't see before.  The time that 
didn't know before.
Don't think it's stopped, Take a breath, then go again. 
Slow TV that heals your heart.

“I cannot afford to waste my energy, not knowing what will happen with this guy.” “Romance is annoying, so I am just 
seeing someone.”
Young people living in the “Happy Together” co-living house are the ones who still want to go out with someone, 
but at the same time, feel free from burden of a serious relationship. They all want to enjoy freedom but hate to feel 
lonely. Each one has his/her splendid reason, and their romance stands idle. They do accept the harsh reality but 
never want to give up a feeling of romance... So what?
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We truly believe in the power of story. The possibilities for any content begins with a good story. In 1998, 
Pan Entertainment started a business producing albums with singers such as Psy and Lee Jung-hyun.  
Beginning with <Winter Sonata>, the origin of the Korean Wave in 2002, we have produced more than 
60 dramas including, <Moon Embracing the Sun>, <Bridal Mask>, <Kill Me Heal Me>, <Gapdongi>, 
<Doctors>, <Fight for My Way>, <When the Camellia Blooms>, <Record of Youth>, and more. 
We are known as one of the largest production companies equipped with a group of Top writers recognized 
for its popularity and 25 years of know-hows in drama industry. 
We are also in the management business or Music Records, Movies, and Agency for actors. 

Seeking : OTT Operators, Co-production companies, Global Channels 

Pan Entertainment 
Website. www.thepan.co.kr

Add. 03923, The PAN building, Worldcupbuk-ro 58-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Tel. +82 (0)2 380 2100, 2127 / Fax. +82 (0)2 380 2140 / E-mail. crystal.jeoun@gmail.com

Twinkling Watermelon

Production Year _  2021

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  High-teen Romance 

Definition _  UHD

A CODA boy, the only one who can hear and speak within his family, build a friendship through sympathy and 
communication as he meets his father when he is the same age as he in a time-slipped world. A special appendix of 
a strange first love with a mysterious girl. 
Strength) A growth drama which sometimes resembles a fairy tale and sometimes a magical youth. 
A youth band story with novel and refreshing music. The romance begins with a crossover of new-tro and retro 
sensibility.
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Triumphal ArchRacket Boys

Production Year _  2022

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Social Drama 

Definition _  UHD

Production Year _  2021

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Teenage Sports Drama 

Definition _  UHD

A prosecutor goes to prison after receiving a bribe. There, he meets the only son of the biggest chaebol family who 
had come in for his family’s sake. Two men get to know each other and build a relationship. After being released 
from prison, the senior prosecutor suggests he investigate the chaebol family to recover his honor and position as a 
prosecutor. He gets a job as a lawyer through the use of his prison friendship. 
Strength) A prosecutor becomes a lawyer of a chaebol family and many hidden secrets are exposed. The survival 
record of a dangerous prosecutor with his distorted desire.

A family leaves Seoul for Haenam Ttangkkeut village and starts a rural life. Teenage boys in their 3rd grade of middle 
school play badminton, learn about friendship, and grow up as real athletes by competing in the National Junior 
Athletic Competition. 
Strength) A mixture of B-class comedy with emotional episodes through the depiction of the rural life of a family and 
teenagers.
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PlayOnCast Corp. is a leading company in the field of planning, production, and overseas distribution 
of competitive diversity contents such as VR-AR-4K-8K, UHD-4K(HDR)-8K, and new media platform's 
contents in various genres, It is a media and content specialist company that circulates broadcasting 
culture industry. In addition to providing globalization solutions for broadcasting programs and media, we 
have been produced the world's best UHD-4K 'Future City, Chernobyl (HDR), The world's most exciting 
touring destinations, Galapagos, and Classic linage, Piano forte' and differentiated programs. We are 
constantly playing a role as a broadcasting partner to create and share. From now on, we have been doing 
in partnerships with content producers in the world on premium global content creator network.

Seeking : TV, OTT buyers, Co-production Partners 

PlayOnCast Corp. 
Website. www.playoncast.com

Add. 14F. 416, Hangang-daero, Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)70 4367 3730~2 / Fax. +82 (0)2 6937 1212 / E-mail. feelgood@playoncast.com

Future City, Chernobyl

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  1 × 60

Genre _  Documentary 

Definition _  UHD 4K

What happens to nature after a nuclear accident? And how does wildlife deal with the world it inherits after human 
inhabitants have fled?
In 1986 a nuclear meltdown at the infamous Chernobyl power plant in present-day Ukraine left miles of land in 
radioactive ruins. Residents living in areas most contaminated by the disaster were evacuated and relocated by 
government order, and a no-man’s land of our own making was left to its own devices. In the ensuing many many 
years, forests, marshes, fields and rivers reclaimed the land, reversing the effects of hundreds of years of human 
development. And surprisingly, this exclusion zone, or dead zone has become a kind of post-nuclear Eden, populated 
by beaver and bison, horses and birds, fish and falcons - and ruled by wolves. Let's watch the awesomeness sights!

Project Showreel
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Counting Mx. GYEClassical Lineage, Piano Forte

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  10 × 30

Genre _  Drama 

Definition _  UHD 4K

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  1 × 60

Genre _  Documentary 

Definition _  UHD 4K

Due to a painful memory that she had in the past, Sook-Ja Gye, developed the habit of converting everything into 
numbers to make decisions. Many attractive men approach her, these interactions conflict with her data-based 
routines and analysis. As her rigidly structured life changes, her mind also starts to change.

In this program, many Korean pianists, for example, Seong-Jin Cho, who had won the prestigious 17th international 
Frederic Chopin piano competition in Warsaw in 2015, participates in the meaningful journey to rediscover the 
historic musician, Chopin and Ignacy Jan Paderewski. Cho is from the modern generation of classical music who 
can provide new interpretations on the old master’s ideas, music style and his passionate ethos. Let’s take a look at 
the awesome world for classic-paino music beyond time and space.  
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“Making the world brighter by offering a wider perspective on tomorrow” is SBS’s vision.

We are striving to enrich our viewers’ lives and make our society cheerful and healthy. 

Based on the values of fidelity, creativity, diversity and practicality, 

we will leap into a world-class media group, together with our outstanding talent at SBS Media Group.

Seeking : TV Channels, Platforms, Co-producers 

SBS Contents Hub Co., Ltd. 
Website. global.sbs.co.kr

Add. 16F, 82 Sangamsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 2001 6717 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2001 0798 / E-mail. keonko@sbs.co.kr

Alice

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  SF, Action 

Definition _  HD

It is the year 2037, and a time traveling product can now be sold to everyday consumers. Anyone can relive their past
experiences through time traveling. Those who lost their parents or children can now meet them again. To make this
happen, Alice is created in Seoul in 2036.
Alice is both an airport to use in one’s first steps into the future as well as a hotel exclusively for time travelers. A hotel
staff is hired to aid with these secret travels. One of the staff roles is a guide. The guides will both protect and keep 
an eye on time travelers. This is because some will go back in time not from feelings of longing, 
but to seek revenge on their past wrongdoers. This drama takes place in 2037, one year after Alice opens. 

Project Showreel
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Dr. JohnDo you like Brahms?

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Medical 

Definition _  Awarded

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Melo, Music 

Definition _  HD

John, a genius professor at Hanse Hospital’s Department of Anesthesia, has a very rare medical condition where he cannot 
feel any pain. One day, as he is performing surgery on Yoon Seong-gyu, a patient with anal cancer, John gives him a small 
amount of a painkiller drug to reduce the pain but ends up euthanizing him. Yoon Seong-gyu was actually a criminal on the 
death row for being a serial killer who had murdered many young children. Son Seok-gi, a prosecutor who had lost his own 
child to Yoon Seong-gyu, arrests and indicts John.

Clara, who was a piano prodigy, fell in love with Schumann. Recognizing the talents of a young composer named Brahms, 
Schumann and Clara introduced him to the world and treated him like their apprentice and friend. 
Brahms fell in love with Clara, while Clara treated him with only respect and friendship. Clara lived as a respected pianist 
and composer, often playing Brahms and Schumann’s songs. Brahms dedicated many of his works to Clara. 
Clara and Brahms spent many years together as friends for both music and life. Some say that the lonely and melancholic 
sentiment embedded in Brahms's music stems from the form of love he had. Brahms had lived a life of celibacy.
Jun-yeong says he does not like Brahms. But that’s only because his music is very similar to that of Brahms, and he may 
have wanted to play Brahms more than anyone. He mostly plays Schumann’s songs because he wants to live like him, 
who was loved by Clara all his life. Will Jun-yeong ever be able to play Brahms?
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Seesaw Pictures is a boutique company based in Seoul that produces and distributes artistic factual 
contents, closely working with young and seasoned filmmakers. The CEO, Heejung Oh has worked on 
feature documentaries that have strong track record both in domestic box office and prestigious international 
festivals. Seesaw Pictures participated Eurodoc 2018 and IDFA 2018 Central pitch to present its works 
and specializing in international co-production. They are actively developing projects that appeal to wider 
audiences in the world. The latest title, Pearl of the Desert (2019) was selected for the feature-length 
competition at IDFA and won the Best Film award for Music Competition at Krakow Film Festival. 

Seeking : Broadcasters, Streaming Platform, OTT/VOD 

Seesaw Pictures 
Website. https://seesawpictures.kr/

Add. 60, Mokdongdong-ro 12-gil, Yangcheon-gu, Seoul, South Korea

Tel. +82 (0)10 4090 4621 / E-mail. contact@seesawpics.com

About Love

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  1 × 95, 1 × 52

Genre _  Documentary 

Definition _  Awarded-Sheffield Doc/Fest – New Talents Award

Three generations of the Phadke family live together in their ancestral home in downtown Mumbai. With her brother's 
wedding coming up, and her own misgivings towards marriage, the filmmaker turns the camera inwards towards 
her family. Rooted in the ebbs and flows of 'unspectacular time', the personal becomes political as power structures 
within the family first become visible, and eventually, unravel. Cruel and comic in equal measure, the film vignettes 
the vagaries of affection across generations within this family- tied together by something stranger than love.

Project Showreel
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Pearl of the DesertA Rifle and a Bag

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  1 × 82, 1 × 52

Genre _  Documentary 

Definition _  Awarded: Krakow Film Festival-Best Music Documentary Award

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  1 × 89

Genre _  Documentary 

Definition _  Awarded : IFFRotterdam-Special Mention for Bright Future Competition

Moti Kahn, a musically gifted child from the lower caste of Muslim Manganiyars of the Thar desert, is forced to sing 
and play music for their hereditary patrons, to survive. But Moti finds singing for their patrons humiliating as they are 
still treated lowly. Sattar, his father, wants Moti to study and make a successful career outside music but Moti aspires 
to be a successful singer so that he is treated respectfully in the village. So Moti leaves his village behind and sets 
out on the journey for the remote city. 

Somi is pregnant with her second child. A girl, she hopes. Together with her husband she prepares for this new 
phase of their parenthood. It means that their son has to go to school, but as an ex-Naxalite that is tough to achieve 
in contemporary India, where people like them are third-rate citizens. They lack the certificates and an opaque 
bureaucratic process doesn't help.
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SOMETHING SPECIAL is Korea’s first-ever TV format agency focused on creative talents, specializing 
in content development, production and distribution for the global market. With a proven track record of 
developing over 150 format titles and productions across 26 territories, SOMETHING SPECIAL has only 
the best and most experienced industry experts ready to make things happen.

Seeking : Co-production, co-development, formats 

Something Special 
Add. A-1705, Woorim BlueNine Biz Center, 583, Yangcheon-ro, Gangseo-gu, Seoul 07547 KOREA

Tel. +82 (0)2 2093 7463 / Fax. +82 (0)2 2093 7464

E-mail. sh.kim@sspecial.co.kr

Master of Sense
Production Year _  TBD

Eps × Min _  7 × 90

Genre _  Competition Game show 

Estimate and compete using nothing but human senses! In each episode, contestants with "Master of Sense" will 
compete in categories measurable by human senses - weight, volume, length, taste, and more. Six challengers who 
pass the preliminaries will use their heightened senses to take on six different challenges and compete for a chance 
to win the finals. Challenges include guessing the length of strings of noodles, making the lightest hamburger, and 
more! The final challenger will attempt to win the title of the "Master of Sense" and take home the $30,000 cash 
prize. This dynamic and endless possible combinations for challenges will provide opportunities for sponsorship and 
creative episodes.

Project Showreel
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Gray HumanMADE
Production Year _  TBD

Eps × Min _  10 × 40 (TBD)

Genre _  Thriller, Fantasy, Anthology 

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  1 × 70 (Varying Running Time) 

Genre _  Interactive Thriller Film

Based on a bestselling book series, <Gray Human> asks the fundamental question to all human beings - "What 
makes HUMAN a HUMAN?" 'Vanity', 'Instinct', 'Arrogance', 'Silence', 'Betrayal', Rage'...
Gray Human will drag up every inch of the dark inner desires, with stories of the father revenging for her daughter's 
death by locking up the suspect's closest friends, a raped woman who rises to superstar, a woman who will die in a 
few hours if she hangs up a phone, and more.
Ready to become the next big hit anthology series, this project is open to various international partnerships (co-
development, co-production, co-finance) that will bring these astonishing original stories to another level.

<MADE> is an interactive thriller film about a social media star JURI escaping from her stalker after being kidnapped. 
Everyone around her could be a suspect - 'EX-BOYFRIEND' who is obsessed with her; 'COPYCAT' who copies her 
looks from head to toes; 'NA-YEON' who used to be her best friend but not anymore. Finding her way out from the 
dark basement, she runs into a guy who is another hostage. She confronts a shocking truth behind her kidnapping 
- will they survive in the end? With unique options of interactive elements - a switch between 2D and 3D movie, 
an interactive VR or mobile game, and multiple endings via gameplay - <MADE> opens doors to sponsorship and 
longer contents lifespan.
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UniK Studios is a Korea-based factual studio specializing in international co-productions and digital video businesses. It 
is a new production company launched in June of 2020 by Buzz Media, Korea’s first U.K.-Korea Korea’s first U.K.-Korea 
international co-production company founded in 2015 by Paan Media Holdings, Korea’s first international co-production-
focused production company. Beginning with Korea’s first co-production with BBC in 2013 through Wild Weather with 
Richard Hammond(2013 / BBC1), Paan Media Holdings has become one of Korea’s top factual studio with multiple 
international co-production projects under its belt, with UniK Studios now becoming its next focus. 
UniK Studios strives to become one of the world’s first multiplatform content- and international co-production-focused 
studio using its already established network and know-hows.

Seeking : Co-Production Companies, Distributors, Broadcasters 

UniK Studios Co., Ltd. 
Website. www.unikstudios.net

Add. 2F, 12 Dongmak-ro9gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 6743 4123 / Fax. +82 (0)505 233 6238 / E-mail. unik@unikstudios.net

I Know What You Did

Production Year _  2020

Eps × Min _  2 × 60

Genre _  Wildlife documentary 

Definition _  4K

Even at this moment when we cannot see and hear, the wonders of nature are unfolding throughout the wild on the 
Korean Peninsula. South Korea is the only country in the world to show a miracle of restoring the wild ecosystem. 
War and industrialization devastated the forests of the Korean Peninsula, and numerous wild animals and plants. 
Exterminated or driven to extinction. But the DMZ border area, where human visits have been cut off, has become a 
wild land, and human efforts have been further aggravated, proving that the wild on the Korean Peninsula can heal 
itself, showing remarkable resilience. We would like to introduce the mystery and wonder of restoring the natural 
ecosystem of the Korean Peninsula in a new style of storytelling. The secret of the unique breeding process and 
evolution of species, including wild animals and plants, as well as fish and insects, will be shown in a state-of-the-
art 4K camera, like a fairy tale or a movie. The Korean Peninsula's wildlife mystery, which meets in a documentary, 
unfolds with the inspiration of Disney's animated films.

Project Showreel
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WHYNOT Media is the frontrunner in the short-form web series industry in South Korea. We have successfully 
pioneered the market well-suited for Generation Z, and accumulated 700 million views on YouTube and Facebook. 
Since the establishment in 2016, more than 50 titles were produced, 'Best Mistake', 'Secret Crushes' being some 
of the most popular originals. As a web-series production house based in South Korea, we have been receiving 
a lot of global interest from countries such as Japan, Indonesia, and Thailand. 

We specialize in unscripted high school/college romance and scripted office romance among workers in 20s, and 
unscripted shows with celebs and influencers. Our main audience ranges from teens to those in late 20s. For 
more information, please check our YouTube and Facebook channels (@KOK TV, @KIK TV).

Seeking : Buyer, Co-production, OTT platform, TV network 

WHYNOT MEDIA 
Website. http://whynot.video/

Add.  Seah Tower 14Fl. Yanghwa-ro 45, Mapo-gu, Seoul / Tel. +82 (0)70 7500 1072 

E-mail.  nelly@whynot.video, andini@whynot.video, kho@whynot.video, tksa@whynot.video 

KISS GOBLIN
Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  12 × 10

Genre _  Fantasy, Romance

Ban-sook comes down to the human world to complete his mission to evade the exorcist and become a human. In 
human world, he meets Yeon-ah as his co-worker. 
The exorcist tries to expel Ban-sook but Yeon-ah helps him with the kiss mission. She is chosen as Ban-sook’s last 
kiss, then Ban-sook will become a human, but he will lose the memory of his true love. Will they end up together?

Project Showreel
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BEST MISTAKE 2GADURI RESTAURANT
Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  16 × 15

Genre _  High teen, Romance

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  12 × 15

Genre _  Romance, Comedy  

New year, new class, and new faces. The new faces break the silence in Yeondu’s life. The misunderstandings and 
conflicts build up. Senior year was supposed to be stressful for studying. Now, it seems like she is stressing more 
over emotions. There is no answer between friendship and love. What would be Yeondu’s choice?

There is plenty of fish in the sea and ‘Ga Duri’ enjoyed playing every one of them. Now she is a sexy sushi restaurant 
owner watching over real fishes in a tank. Ga Duri, a femme fatale fortuned to destroy 5 men’s lives, gives sweet yet 
frightening love mentoring to the ones that are tired of dating that goes nowhere. The sushi restaurant guests, who 
have crush on her, gather at her “secret place” for dating advice. In the meantime, the man next door eavesdrops 
and snoops around the restaurant. There is something strange about this perfectly handsome yet poorly dressed 
man next door!
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Yoon & Company Inc. is a multimedia entertainment company, producing and licensing TV drama series, 
variety shows and library content upto 250 titles with an active international distribution. We are expanding 
our networks through various businesses and mature and immature markets that needs development. 
Yoon & Company Inc. is constantly discovering and supporting talented artists, working with writers and 
producers for developing creative items to flourish the business in the pop culture and arts industry.

Yoon & Company Inc. is currently developing and remaking Japanese drama series, co-producing drama 
with Taiwan starring Korean man and Taiwanese woman aiming to broadcast in 2021 and preparing short 
form series, web drama, (”Bubble Up”- in production). Also, active international sales in more than 250 
titles of library content, drama, web drama, variety shows, kids content. 

Seeking : Broadcasting Company, Sales Agency 

Yoon & Company Inc. 
Website. www.yoonncompany.com

Add. #1206, DMC R&D Center, 37 Maebongsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82 (0)2 3152 8600 / Fax. +82 (0)2 3152 8601 / E-mail. ziyoon@yoonncompany.com

Casting a Spell To You

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  16 × 70

Genre _  Romance, Drama 

Definition _  HD

Jiwoo, a young, rich, and handsome man suddenly becomes a loser with no penny after failing to inherit his 
grandfather's wealth. Jung-hee is a hardworking girl who has a dream of studying in France. Her light of Hope gets 
shattered when she is scammed by her friend who fled off with her money to study abroad. The two people from 
opposite worlds meet at a 'Siesta' Bar working together and they fall in love without realizing it.

Project Showreel
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Genome RomanceTasty Love

Production Year _  2019

Eps × Min _  8 × 16

Genre _  Romantic Comedy, Web drama 

Definition _  HD

Production Year _  2020 

Eps × Min _  16 × 8

Genre _  Romantic Comedy, Web drama 

Definition _  HD

The romance of a woman Jang Heung-Mi, who faints every time she kisses, and Wan Jeon, a man with a secret 
about his body which was caused by a genetic experiment by his grandfather. They accidently fall onto one another 
and Heung-Mi finds herself normal even when she kisses him. Are the two destined to be together?

Opposites attract. A dynamic meeting of a girl who cannot live without tasty food and a guy who doesn't care what 
he eats. Ma is a workaholic director of a TV show who strives to succeed but his reality does not let that happen 
which makes him burn-out. For him, food is simply an energy source. This flips around when he meets Yeon Du, an 
enthusiast about tasty food. She opens Ma's eyes on the dynamic world of food.



AK Entertainment Co., Ltd. 
AVA Entertainment Co., Ltd. 
Bethel global media company 
Channel A 
CJ ENM 
Companyaent 
DAEHAN MEDIAWORLD 
EBS 
JTBC
KBS Media 
King content Co., Ltd.
KTV 
MBC
MBC PLUS Co., Ltd.
Pan Entertainment 
PlayOnCast Corp. 
SBS Contents Hub Co., Ltd. 
Seesaw Pictures 
Something Special 
UniK Studios Co., Ltd. 
WHYNOT MEDIA 
Yoon & Company Inc. 


